the notice stating that I was to read a paper, I felt that I was sailing under false colors, as I had made no preparations to read a paper, and had no time in which to prepare one.
I hardly knew what to do, but decided to come and say a few practical words which may be of interest to you.
I do not pretend to talk on "light" from a scientific point of view, nor do I propose to enter into the mathematics or chemistry of the subject?I am simply prepared to talk on it as it most directly and practically interests us, and purely from a clinical point of view, as the subject presents itself to the oculist rather than to the scientist.
By light, we mean the light that we all use in our work day and night, and I will begin with artificial light. Let me bring to your mind two or three small facts in regard to the physiology of the eye. You will recall the statement which you heard when at school, that "the eye is a photographic camera." As you were then told, the retina serves as a sensitive plate and literally makes a picture every time we look at anything, and then with inconceivable rapidity the picture is dissolved when we look somewhere else. This is made possible through the peculiar functional action of a fluid called the "retinal purple." Not very much is known about the process, except that, in some mysterious manner, there is deposited in the retina a photographic picture in this purple, which purple soon becomes exhausted and new purple is created for the next picture. There It has more steadiness than the incandescent electric light has in our ordinary country service, and more than it has on our Back Bay service, or at least as that service was until they put on their big storage plant. I asked them at the Back Bay Electric Works why they could not keep their lights at the same degree of intensity, and they said the trouble was that the current was so intermittently used-?that is, a hotel would take a considerable amount of it, and then perhaps it might not be used again for a quarter of a mile, and sometimes there were extra amounts used without notification, so that to keep their current steady seemed to be an impossibility unless it was more generally and evenly used. The whole air would have seemed radiant with light,
